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Comic Industry News
ITEM! "NEIL GAIMAN!
P. CRAIG RUSSELL! SCOTT
HAMPTON! Shadow Moon
just got out of jail, only to discover his wife is dead. Defeated,
broke, and uncertain as to where
to go from here, he meets the
mysterious Mr. Wednesday, who
employs him to serve as his bodyguard - thrusting Shadow into a
deadly world of the supernatural,
where ghosts of the past come back
from the dead, and a brewing war
between old and new gods hits a
boiling point. The Hugo, Bram
Stoker, Locus, World Fantasy, and
Nebula award-winning novel and
upcoming Starz television series by
Neil Gaiman is adapted as a comic
series for the first time in NEIL
GAIMAN AMERICAN GODS
SHADOWS #1 (ITEM #0096).
ITEM! Critically-acclaimed, Russ Manning nominated
Shutter artist Leila Del Duca teams up as co-creator and
writer alongside artist, colorist, and letterer Kit Seaton (Eve
Of All Saints) for an original graphic novel, AFAR (ITEM
0641). In AFAR, Boetema suddenly develops the ability to
astrally project to other worlds, unintentionally possessing
the bodies of people light years away. Inotu, her inquisitive
brother with a pension for trouble, finds himself on the run
after he's caught eavesdropping on an illegal business deal
between small town business tycoons and their cyborg
bodyguard. When Boetema accidentally gets someone hurt
while in another girl's body, the siblings are forced to work
together to solve the problems they've created on their planet
and others.
ITEM! In The Flash #18 (ITEM 0261) Sins of the Father
begins. Wally West searches for the truth about his father,
Reverse-Flash, starting with Belle Reve prison.
ITEM! Fans who want Kyle Rayner to wear the green
again might get their wish come March, when Hal Jordan &
The Green Lantern Corps #17 (ITEM 0275) forces him to
choose between the White Lantern and the Green Lantern
Corps. But giving up the power of the White Lantern is a tall
order – will Kyle go back to his roots or cement himself as
the true wielder of the emotional spectrum?
ITEM! BATWOMAN #1 (ITEM 0246) arrives in
March, and DC is teasing co-writers Marguerite Bennett &
James Tynion IV and artist Steve
Epting’s first story as one that will
“alter the course of her life forever.” Exactly what that means
remains to be revealed, though the
rest of the solicit copy tells us
we’ll be exploring Kate’s preBatwoman past, so it may be a
retro-active continuity adjustment.
ITEM! The ghostbusting
team of Holtzmann, Yates,
Tolan, and Gilbert will cross
paths with Venkman, Stantz,
Zeddemore, and Spengler – in a
brand new comic book series
titled GHOSTBUSTERS 101
(ITEM 0460) set in the longrunning IDW continuity from
the fan-favorite, criticallyacclaimed, and prolific
Ghostbusters comic creative
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team of Erik Burnham, Dan Schoening, and
Luis Antonio Delgado who have written and
drawn the IDW comics for the past five
years. Shortly after the classic Ghostbusters
decide to get back to their roots of teaching
the next generation of ‘busters, an interdimensional mishap merges together their
universe with that of the new crew of paranormal police. Now, with the fate of two
dimensions in the balance (maybe more?!),
can these distinctly different teams come
together to repel the greatest supernatural
challenge any of them have ever faced?
They’re going to have to find a way if
there’s any hope for survival. Prepare for
mass hysteria of the dogs and cats living
together variety, because this time everyone… Answers the call! "I’ve always
wanted to meld the two worlds,” said
Ivan Reitman, Co-founder, Ghost
Corps. “It would be great fun to see
them all together for the first time and I
think it’s important for the future that we
bring it back into a single universe.”\
ITEM! March will bring some big
reunions between both old allies and
longtime foes as “Rebirth” continues
to explore relationships that may have
been missing for the last few years.
First up, Green Arrow #18 (ITEM
0269) brings Oliver Queen and Roy
Harper back together for the first time in
years. While their relationship in
“Rebirth” isn’t exactly clear, one thing
we do know is that they were once partners, and they’ll be teaming up again.
Then, in The Flash #19 (ITEM 0263),
Barry Allen will once again clash with
Captain Boomerang - seemingly confirming once-and-for-all that he wasn’t
actually killed earlier this year in the backand-forth of Suicide Squad.
ITEM! Dick Grayson’s secret history
has been explored in recent years, starting
in the “New 52,” but NIGHTWING #17
(ITEM 0295) will bring his past back to
haunt him in a more literal sense as he squares off against
his own great, great (and thought dead) grandfather.That’s
right – Dick’s ancestor, a Talon known as William Cobb,
will appear in the flesh. Will this be DC’s most one-sided
fist fight – a 30 year old acrobat against a guy who is easily
190 years old? – or will the Court of Owls’
sinister tricks send a well-preserved killing
machine against Nightwing?
ITEM! ROYAL CITY
(ITEM 0646) is new, ongoing
city written and illustrated by
Jeff Lemire (DESCENDER,
A.D., Sweet Tooth). ROYAL
CITY charts the lives, loves, and
losses of a troubled family and a
vanishing town across three
decades. Patrick Pike, a fading literary star who reluctantly returns
to the once-thriving factory town
where he grew up, is quickly drawn
back into the dramas of his two
adult siblings, his overbearing mother, and his brow-beaten father, all of
whom are still haunted by different
versions of his youngest brother,
Tommy, who drowned decades ago.

ROYAL CITY is a return to the literary and thematic territory of Lemire's breakthrough graphic novel Essex County
and is his most ambitious, and most personal, project to
date.
ITEM! March 2017 sees Inhumans vs. X-Men comes
to a close as the final shots of the war are fired in IVX #6
(ITEM 0927).
ITEM! Charles Soule’s run on Uncanny Inhumans
comes to an end with #20 (ITEM 0925). With
“ResurrXion” revamping the X-Men and Inhumans lines
later in 2017, and Inhumans Vs. X-Men coming to an end
that month, does this also signal the end of Uncanny
Inhumans itself? What about the X-Men titles, such as AllNew X-Men, Uncanny X-Men, and Extraordinary XMen? Will these titles end in March, or last a few more
issues before “ResurrXion” kicks in?
ITEM! SAVAGE THINGS, an action-packed espionage-horror miniseries from writer Justin Jordan (The
Legacy of Luther Strode) and artist Ibrahim Moustafa
(High Crimes). Twenty-five years ago, a secret government organization kidnapped children and trained them to
be agents of chaos, designed to foment unrest and execute
enemies of the state around the world. When these cold and
unfeeling creations proved too difficult
to control, the powers that be exterminated their kill squad with extreme
prejudice. Too bad it didn’t work.
Now a rogue band of the worst monsters the world has ever known is cutting a swath of terror across the United
States, threatening not just a disruption
of the peace but to expose secrets their
handlers never wanted to come to
light. The only way to stop them is to
call back the only man who ever
walked away from them. His code
name is Abel, and he’s not afraid of
getting his hands bloody. “Justin
and I are aiming to deliver a high
level of intrigue and excitement,
with a flavor that is unique to
Vertigo and the comics medium,”
states artist Ibrahim Moustafa. “As
a visual storyteller, I have drawn a
lot of inspiration from comics like
SCALPED, THE LOSERS and SLEEPER. Additionally,
my love of movies like the James Bond films, The Bourne
Identity, John Wick and Hanna will be evident as well. On
top of that, we are honored to have John Paul Leon doing
covers for the series.” Pick up the eight-issue miniseries
starting with the debut issue (ITEM 0410).
ITEM! In X-Men Prime #1 (ITEM #0940) RESURRXION BEGINS! In the wake of
their war with the Inhumans, the XMEN are at a crossroads. Where do
they go from here? Luckily, one
beloved X-Men has the answer to
that question: Xavier's dream
comes full circle as KITTY
PRYDE returns to the X-Men,
ready to lead them in their mission
to protect a world that hates and
fears them. The next chapter of the
X-Men's saga starts here!
ITEM! FOOLKILLER #5
(ITEM 1045) teases the “final fate”
of its hero Greg Salinger, along
with the first trade of the series,
which only collects five issues.
Does this mean Foolkilleris coming to an end?
MORE >>>

ITEM! MAN THING (ITEM
0932) will be written by someone
more than familiar with tales of
suspense: R. L. Stine, the author of
the “Goosebumps” novellas for
children. The new Man-Thing
series, with covers by Tyler Crook
and interior artwork by German
Peralta and Daniel Johnson, is
inspired by the iconic horror
comics of the 1950s like Tales
From the Crypt, of which Stine
was a big fan.
ITEM! Earth 2: Society #22
(ITEM 0349) will be released in
March, and is billed as the
series’ “final issue.” Of course,
February’s Earth 2: 21 was also
billed as the “final issue.” So what
happened? Was the previous issue incorrectly billed, or did
DC call an audible to wrap things up in a more complete
way? Whatever the case, the end of Earth 2: Society will
mark the end of the last title of the pre-“Rebirth” DCU. Of
course, it was announced to be relaunched with a new
“Rebirth”-era Earth 2 title later in 2017.
ITEM! DC Comics will still be finding new characters to
“Rebirth” in March, almost a year after the relaunch was
announced, with several classic characters returning to the
publisher. First up, Teen Titans #6 (ITEM 0309) will bring
back Aqualad into the fold, just in time for the return of
Young Justice, the animated series for which he was created. Then, in DEATHSTROKE #14 & (ITEM 0253) #15
(ITEM 0255), the new Power Girl, Tanya Spears, and
Deadline, a lesser known DC assassin, will rear their heads.
ITEM! Though he’s already co-headlining an ongoing
comic with his best friend Luke Cage, with Danny Rand’s
arrival in the Marvel Cinematic Universe by way of Netflix
imminent, it makes sense that the defender of K’un Lun
would receive a new solo comic book series as well.
Offered this month, IRON FIST
(ITEM 0951) from the creative team
of writer Ed Brisson and artist Mike
Perkins, and will feature covers by
Jeff Dekal. The new series will pick
up where the character’s previous
solo series, Kaare Andrews’ “Iron
Fist: The Living Weapon,” left off,
with Danny stumbling upon a civilization of people who somehow
seem to be well-versed in the Iron
Fist lineage.
ITEM! As with every month
of solicitations, March brings
with it its fair share of mysteries
– and possible answers to some
longstanding questions. For
mysteries, Trinity #7 (ITEM
0314) seems to have what
could be one of the biggest
DC mysteries of 2017, with
the solicitation teasing that a “hero has fallen.” With
some of their greatest foes – Ra’s al Ghul, Lex Luthor, and
Circe – involved, it could be just about anyone. And from
the sound of things, this hero’s death could lead to something of DC’s own superhero civil war. Then, a pair of
Batman-related mysteries will crop up, with Barbara
Gordon and Supergirl teaming up Batgirl Annual #1 (ITEM
0243) to find the identity of a mysterious prisoner of
Arkham. Meanwhile, Detective Comics # 952 (ITEM
0257) & # 953 (ITEM 0259) will reveal the identity of
Cassandra Cain’s mother – and it just might be a classic
Batman foe.
ITEM! March brings some big creative change-ups and
additions to DC’s line-up, with some big name Marvel creators dipping their toes in the DC waters, and the return of
some high profile creators of DC past. From Marvel,
Amazing Spider-Man artist Giuseppe Camuncoli will step
in for interiors on All-Star Batman #8 (ITEM 0228) (while
Stuart Immonen takes over on ASM), and Ultimates artist
Kenneth Rocafort returns to Red Hood & The Outlaws #8
(ITEM 0297), a title he helped launch way back in the
“New 52.” Finally, longtime Marvel exclusive artist Mark
Brooks will provide a pair of variant covers for Justice
League of America #2 (ITEM 0289) & # 3 (ITEM 0291).
Finally, Khari Evans will pick up the pencil for interiors on
Harley Quinn #15 (ITEM 0277).

ITEM! The mysterious Mr. Oz has been
hanging around the DC Universe since the "DC
You" era, dropping mysterious and troubling
hints about his identity and goals. All the while,
he’s also been taking characters from around the
DC Universe prisoner, including
heavy hitters such as
Doomsday and Tim
Drake. In Superman #18
(ITEM 0220), the start of
“Superman Reborn,” one
of Oz’s prisoners will break
loose. Given that this takes
place in a Superman story,
could that be a certain aforementioned Kryptonian monster?
ITEM! The biggest
Superman event of recent
years will run through March’s
Superman #18 & #19 and Action
Comics #975 (ITEM 0222) & #976
(ITEM 0226). “Superman Reborn” will
explore the identity of the mysterious
Mr. Oz, who’s been haunting Superman
since DC Universe: Rebirth #1, and the
meaning of his ominous words in that one-shot. If Mr. Oz
is indeed Ozymandias from Watchmen, could this be the
start of the Watchmen Universe invading the DCU? The
solicitation for Superman #19 (ITEM 0224) says the Man
of Steel’s “life hangs in the balance” – so is there even
more to the mystery? How does the “New 52” Superman
tie-in?
ITEM! DC Comics' burgeoning Hanna-Barbera line is
pulling in some DC heroes for a series of one-shot
crossovers, while also sneaking in some additional animation characters into the mix. Four annual are scheduled to
be released on March 29, 2017, mixing DC and HannaBarbera heroes: Adam Strange/Future Quest Annual #1
(ITEM 0331), Booster Gold/The Flintstones Annual #1
(ITEM 0333), Green Lantern/Space Ghost
Annual #1 (ITEM 0335), and Suicide
Squad/The Banana Splits Annual #1 (ITEM
03374). As part of that, each will have a
back-up story featuring a returning HannaBarbera property, ranging from the Jetsons to
Top Cat, Ruff & Ready, and Snagglepuss.
And interesting enough, the wording on one of
the book's descriptions place it firmly in DC's
"Rebirtth" continuity.
ITEM! Most superheroes in the Marvel
Universe have moved beyond the need for a
secret identity (with notable exceptions), but
there are still mysteries of identity to be solved.
In March, the identities of several players in the
Marvel Universe will be revealed – starting with
the identity of the Cosmic Jailer in ULTIMATES
2 #5 (ITEM 0978). Then, the identity of
“Avenger X” – who is apparently a woman, and
whose headstone was shown in a teaser of future
events in Avengers #1, will be revealed in
Avengers #5.1 (ITEM 0956). Finally, Jessica Jones #6
(ITEM 1017) will finally reveal exactly what has happened
in Jessica’s life – including who the villain who
is working against her actually is.
ITEM! After Secret Wars, Matt
Murdock’s secret identity was once
again hidden from the public, and the
issues leading up to March’s
Daredevil #18 (ITEM 1009) will
begin the story of how his secret
became hidden again.But the solicitation for #18 brings in the Purple Man –
a notorious villain with mind control
powers. What’s more, it implies that
Purple Man has something to do with
Matt’s secret identity. Given that Purple
Man and his children were some of the
last villains Daredevil faced before his
secret went back in the box, it’s not outside
the realm of possibility.
ITEM! The solicitation for Black
Widow #12 (ITEM 1029) carries all manner of language suggesting a major change
or ending for Natasha. Is this the conclusion
of Mark Waid and Chris Samnee’s run on

the title? And if so, with the fan-favorite pair move on to a
new hero, or take a break as a team?
ITEM! Prepare for some of the hardest hitting superhero action Marvel Comics can muster – so hard that it
will literally shatter the barriers between worlds. Marvel
Comics presents AMERICA (ITEM 0901)!
Coming in March, 2017, critically-acclaimed
YA novelist, Gabby Rivera (Juliet Takes A
Breath), and artist Joe Quinones (Howard the
Duck) continue the high-octane adventures of
America Chavez, Marvel's Latina powerhouse, as she plants her feet, punches her way
through dimensions, and faces off against an
oncoming alien horde all while managing
her social life and trying to attend various
classes on alternate Earths. Since her introduction, Chavez has stood side-by-side with
some of the most powerful heroes in the
Marvel Universe and next year America is
ready to set a new course which will alter
her in drastic new ways.
ITEM! Now that Riri Williams has
officially debuted as Ironheart, it’s time for
her to join the rest of the Marvel Universe
– and in March’s Invincible Iron Man #5
(ITEM 0964), she’ll do that in a big way. According to the
solicitation, both Marvel’s heroes and villains will come
looking for Riri – either to recruit or defeat her. But given
that she’s a teen hero, and that she seemed to get along
with the nascent Champions when they appeared together
in Civil War II, could her future allegiance be a foregone
conclusion?
ITEM! Doctor Doom, the Infamous Iron Man, has
already confronted one of his oldest foes in Ben Grimm,
but come March, it looks like he’ll take on his greatest
nemesis – sort of. While the solicitation text for Infamous
Iron Man #6 says he’ll come “face-to-face" with some
“mortal enemies,” the cover shows Ultimate Reed
Richards, last seen facing defeat at the hands of the New
Avengers. This may not be the Reed that this Doom has
faced time after time, but there is no love lost between
Victor Von Dooms and Reed Richards – no matter which
reality they’re from.
ITEM! T’Challa is the King of Wakanda – but come
March, that title may not have much meaning, as it appears
the one-time monarch will give way to a new republic
government. The seeds of this change have been growing
since the current volume launched, but it looks like the
new Wakanda will be fully codified starting in Black
Panther #12 (ITEM 1026)- and there’s no telling what this
means for the future of T’Challa and his alter ego.
ITEM! To say Peter David and Mark Bagley qualify as
the “legendary creative team” Marvel has been teasing for
Clone Conspiracy: Omega would be an understatement –
but we still don’t know what the secret title they’ll be
working on, to be launched out Omega, will be. We also
don’t know if David and Bagley are the same “top secret
creative team” mentioned in the solicitation for Amazing
Spider-Man #25 (ITEM 0988), or if the end of Clone
Conspiracy will bring even more surprises to the SpiderMan universe.
ITEM! The budding romance
between Gwen Stacy and Miles
Morales has crossed dimensional
boundaries – but with March’s SpiderMan #14 (ITEM 1004) they may be
going even further. Though the solicitation doesn’t make mention of it, the
cover of the issue shows Miles and
Gwen in wedding attire, with a logo
that pays tribute to the wedding of
Peter Parker and Mary Jane
Watson. So much for a non-married Spider-Man!
ITEM! There are still major
unanswered questions about Steve
Roger’s secret Hydra alliance, not
least of which is, if he’s been a
Hydra agent since the 40s, how
did he fight against the Nazis in
World War II? Captain
America: Steve Rogers #13
(ITEM 0967) will answer this
very question, bringing in the
Invaders, and exploring the
secret history of Captain America’s secret history.

